Circle the capital letters; add end punctuation, trace and write the words, color the picture.

Days Of The Week Winter Color Packet

Snowman Colors
_________________
A color And
Days Of The Week Word Booklet
By:

________________

On Sunday. my snowman wore a red hat with a matching red scarf

red __________
Sunday _____________
On Monday. my snowman wore an orange hat with a matching orange scarf

orange __________
Monday _____________
On Tuesday, my snowman wore a yellow hat with a matching yellow scarf

yellow __________
Tuesday _____________
On Wednesday. my snowman wore a green hat with a matching green scarf

green __________
Wednesday __________
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Trace and write the words in their matching color.
Randomly color each of the hats a different color
and then draw lines to match them to their color word.

red
__________
orange
__________
yellow
__________
green
__________
blue
__________
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Graphing Time

purple
__________
pink
__________
white
__________
brown
__________
black
__________
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Do you wear a scarf?

yes

Spin To Win Snowman Bookmark Color Game
Print; laminate; trim. Poke a hole in the center. Attach a large paperclip with
a brass brad. Children choose a partner and take turns spinning.
Whatever color they land on they color a hat on their snowman bookmark.
All 10 hats must be a different color. The 1st one to color their bookmark is
the winner.

Wishing you a colorful warm fuzzy kind of year!
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I have my kiddos color the scarf in and ABAB pattern. For that finishing touch, I used a paper punch for the snowflake.
Children cut on the lines, then “scrunch” the ends of the scarf for a 3D effect.
There are also two patches to glue inside the booklet. One is a heart, which they glue to the page with their favorite color.
The other is a snowflake, which they glue to the page that is the color of their own hat.

red
orange
yellow
green

blue

_______

purple

_______

pink

blue

_______

purple

black

pink
black

_______

white

_______

Cut & glue the
snowflake to the
page that’s the
color of your hat.
Color, cut & glue
the heart to the
page that’s your
favorite color.

Snowman Colors
An Emergent Reader
I need a
colorful hat!

